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"Golden leopard! Don't you make a move!" The male lion shouted urgently, the golden leopard's
ears flickered as he heard a command, and then a flash of light, the next moment! At a speed
several times faster than the speed of sound, he threw a punch directly at the fist of Mohammed

Kato!

The two collide!

"Bang!" The sound of a violent impact came out.

Mohammad Qatou's eyes narrowed slightly as he stared at the Golden Leopard

who had suddenly exploded. He stared carefully at the Golden Leopard, really questioning him as

to why he had suddenly struck.

The Golden Leopard was completely blind!

The lion gasped for breath, it was too dangerous just now, "Golden Leopard, he is
very strong, let's do it together! Otherwise I'm afraid I'm going to get hit hard!" The male lion
said with some trepidation as he stared at Mohammad Qatou, but the killing intent in his eyes
became even stronger, because he knew that if Mohammad Qatou didn't die today, if he met him
alone in the future, he would definitely die! But the good thing is, one of the three of them will die

today!



And it would be Mohammedan Kato who would die. It was a great relief to him
that he could grit his teeth and swallow this humiliation!

"Well." Golden Pao had received orders to force Mohammedan Kato to strike with

all his might, and he didn't know what his superiors meant by this. But he knew from his

superior's orders that Mohammed Kato was very strong, certainly stronger than the lion, and that
the outburst he had just made was definitely not his self-imposed outburst!

It was something that was only natural, after all, their true strength had not been

brought out in full!

After all, neither the beast transformation nor the dismemberment had been

performed. But his superiors told him that it would be best if he could force out Mohammed

Katou Dismemberment, if not than forget it ......

He was quite relieved by the other man's instructions, at least he didn't mean to
send him to his death, otherwise, it really felt a bit sad ......

"Lion, don't hide, his strength is stronger than yours!" Golden Leopard instructed?
Ai Ai Di Xi Dye Yi Pa Shan? , there is no narrative of equivalent status inside the past days, but
direct command.

The male lion also did not care about his identity, directly a roar, the whole body
strength burst. The next moment, the lion body once again become bigger, the whole person is
like a gilt body, golden light, the strength has once again increased!



King Lin Hao, Mohammed Katou, tsked in amazement. This man had just

advanced to the next level and he could crush an old senior biochemist to the point where he
couldn't breathe, if this was given some more time, these two wouldn't even be his opponents,
right?

The Vampire King's training methods were really brilliant ......

He looked at Bigel and found that Bigel's face was a bit surprised, obviously not
feeling this situation either ......

After the complete body beast transformation of the male lion, Mohammad Kato's
face was much heavier, and one of the contempt faded away. He did not expect that the golden

leopard did not just watch and not fight, as the king's mouth said!

Clearly the king had misread him! King had deceived him!

The Golden Leopard didn't mean not to fight, but to bring the fight to a fever pitch,
and look at the lion's full-body bestial transformation and increased strength! The golden leopard
is even the same full-body beast transformation, which leaves him only covered with a fish scale

defense, very depressing ......

The fact is that the vampire king has told him that he can only go all out no matter
what, he can't hide away, otherwise he will surely die!



In fact what the vampire king told him was that the golden leopard would not join
the lion in striking him, the golden leopard would not, and the golden leopard would not dare! But
it did not say that the Golden Leopard would not strike in earnest!

But Mohammed Katou didn't dare bet on it, and he wouldn't bet on it ......

The black fish scales were like black armor covering the whole body, and the

cold light emanating from this defense was creepy ......

Move!

The golden leopard is faster again this time, its legs trampling the air, making
explosive sounds and flashes of golden light! The majestic power, along with the air stirred up by
the male lion, pressed down on Mohammad Kato.

The male lion didn't even need to speak, his golden fur exploded, his eyes bigger
than his fists flashed, and his two huge paws, waiting to have an aura of destruction, clamped
down and moved.

Mohammed Kato gritted his teeth, these two men were not giving him any dead

space, if he didn't meet them head on, he wouldn't be able to avoid them! Damn it!

"Now that you're here! Then let me know what kind of explosive power you two

have!" Mohammed Kato grunted, and with a flash of black light from his fish scales, countless
water vapour poured into his body as it bulged!



The next moment!

He threw out his fists with both hands! Against the duo's pincer attack he began to
counterattack!

"Bang Bang!"

Two consecutive impacts were heard.

And then Mohammed Katou's body shareholders, a few fish scales on his body

darkened and then fell off.

Then look at the lion muffled grunt, then the corner of the mouth spurted out a

fresh blood came ......

The golden leopard also flew backwards dozens of steps, which landed
steadily ......

The male lion looked at the golden leopard with malevolent eyes, he felt that the
male lion had not exerted all his strength, but he did not dare to question it. At this moment, it
was as if he had entered a vortex, and around heaven and earth, there were countless eyes slowly
appearing.



He felt countless terrifying presences, they were all looking at him, staring at him
in droves, he was like prey exposed to the atmosphere ......

"Golden leopard! Tell me what is hidden in this ......"

Asura looked at Mohammed Katu smacking his lips slightly, "This is too
strong ......"

Zeus was also frowning, if this Mohammedan Kato had been given another

hundred years, he felt he was no match for him at all, what kind of advanced cyborg was this, too
terrifying? Or was it a simple fish? But the fish scales that covered his body told them that he was

definitely not a whale shark, so what was he? What the hell was it?

Not just the two of them felt terrified, all the senior biochemists present felt that
Mohammad Kato was too powerful, if they met such a being, they would be no match for the

terror ......

Who in the world has produced such a terrifying being?

This is not a way to live? It's too much of a blow to self-confidence ......

"It really is a crazy existence." Lin Hao let out a sigh of admiration. He had always
thought that Mohammad Qatou was a crazy person, but the people around him told him that he



was a careful and cautious existence, look at such a person, exposed in front of so many people

and still so terrifying, is this called being careful and cautious? Isn't that arrogance?
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Bigir smiled, to be honest, he was also stimulated by Mohammed Katou, this was too strong,
beyond his five hundred years of knowledge ......

At the same time he looked towards the slightly smug vampire king, this is the
bottom of the vampire king, simply too strong, the advanced biochemicals that he, Bigil, had
cultivated, combined, I'm afraid, were not as talented as Mohammed Katou, right? In a hundred

years if they fight again, this man will definitely be able to make them feel in crisis ......

Bigir looked to the sky, and those individual kings also looked at Mohammad

Katou with the same amazement, all tsking, and finally a discussion voice appeared.

"The Vampire King lives up to his mysterious vampire existence! To think that he
even found the biomass of a prehistoric top ten biting black piranha. This is something that we
can't compare to at all.With such a depth, no wonder he dares to send? ZeroWest DyeWest Erdi

Wudi? The battle between the dynamic king and the pope! You know, it's been years long ......"
This was the voice of a king who revealed a giant claw, and Lin Hao didn't even turn around for

a glance back.

Another king also tsked, "This biochemical species is more terrifying than the
whale shark, which is oversized and easily targeted, but this is different, small individual and still
keen!"



"Yeah, if it's over a hundred years, the vampire king's strength, terror crushing all
three of us is not a problem, right?" Another one lost his smile and said.

"Haha, just the three of us?" The king with the giant claws showing sneered.

Then the discussion among the kings stopped abruptly, a cryptic revelation that
made Lin Hao glance at Bigir. It was as if Bigel had not felt Lin Hao's gaze, and said, not without
surprise, "What did the kings say? What does the Giant Eagle King mean? Is there a fifth king in

existence?"

The Vampire King was also in silence at this moment, the Giant Eagle King had
existed for eleven hundred years and was considered the number one king under him! The Giant
Eagle King's words had a meaning, he must have sensed it, yet was there really another king in
existence? And who was it?

There are four kings under the Pope, and there is a battle of kings against kings! If
a fifth king were to appear, the Pope would never allow it to exist, because if the number of kings

became greater, the Pope would also feel the danger. How could he let the king grow? But what

did the Giant Eagle King mean by this statement? Was it a deliberate attempt to scare people?

The four kings, apart from the Giant Eagle King, were all on his side. That is why,
he dared to start the battle between the king and the pope!

Moreover, his purpose in bringing Bigir over to be on his side was to see Bigir's
strength, as well as to give Bigir an advantage! Once he was crowned pope, he would make Bigir

king!



As for the Giant Eagle King? The Giant Eagle King is the leader of the ZF

organization, a strong man who guards the political head, this is a deal that the Pope has made
with the ZF for thousands of years, so the Pope will not take on the Giant Eagle King and the Giant
Eagle King will not be involved in the battle for the Pope ......

The two of them are relatively safe existences ......

The vampire king was taken away from his countless godly thoughts by this
statement, the news of this was revealed and made him feel very much unstable, he was already
desperate and now he felt the danger aggravated ......

He glanced at Bigel and then at Lin Hao, frowned and shook his head.

The Golden Leopard's sudden outburst made him feel the presence of another

unexpected element in it! He didn't think that the Giant Eagle King's words would directly

implicate the element of surprise... who, in the end, was it! was also involved in it?

"Stallion. I'm sorry, I can't tell you. All I want to say is that if you can kill
Mohammed Kato maybe you can live, if you can't kill him, you will die! Yes, that's right, certain
death!" Golden Leopard said bitterly, finally saying the words ......

"Damn it! Why!" The male lion roared in anger, chattering and roaring, the next
moment the already wild male lion's breath was disordered, the whole man looked like a nervous
disorder, so many eyes in the sky, making him feel humiliated! The battlefield before him, the



hidden secrets within, made him angry! He felt that this world was alien to him, that he, an
advanced cyborg, seemed to be nothing at this moment! Angry!!! Very angry!!!

Golden Leopard looked at the impotent and furious Lion and shook his head and
sighed.

With the Stallion in his rampage, Golden Panther felt he could have an easier time!
After all, with the Stallion's outburst, he could totally force Mohammed Katou to go all out with

his task, it was just so simple ......

The male lion's rampage led directly to Mohammad Kato's difficulty in fighting.
When a man enters a berserk state, his strength increases, but his defences are weakened, but if he
has someone right by his side to protect him, then the situation is different ......

Now the Golden Leopard is acting as a cover for the Lion's defensive capabilities,
an advanced cyborg more powerful than the Lion helps the Lion to cover, Mohammad Kato only

feels a bit overwhelmed!

The Lion storms out!

He and Mohammed Kato are punching like mad, not afraid to get hurt, he's hitting
the ground with his fists, scales are flying and the lion's fur is falling off!

The scene descends into a small arena of violence.



Mohammed Kato looked at the lion in a bloody mess, his body was covered in

blood and the lion's hair was falling off, but his punches were so severe that he didn't have the
slightest intention of retreating, which made Mohammed Kato incomparably annoyed that an

opponent who was not of his own strength had forced himself into such a mess.

This Golden Leopard, by not giving his full strength, was only helping the Lion's
to stop him from striking at the Golden Leopard's weakness!

"Since you are forcing me to strike with all my might! Then I will grant you all!"
Mohammed Kato could not stand the situation any longer.

As if the lion had seen the light, they beatMohammedan Kato to the punch, unable
to fight! And both of them were wounded to varying degrees! Plus the Golden Leopard didn't
give up on him and helped him to defend himself against the Mohammedan Kato's attacks, so he
could fight him hard!

Although he was badly injured, there was light in his eyes! Looking at the anger
and fury in Mohammed's eyes, the lion felt that the next moment, even if he had to be

dismembered, so what? As long as he was alive, what was dismemberment? Nothing is more

important than staying alive!
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"If this goes on! Mohammad Kato will lose ah ......" Asura looked here, just now the fight is really

too ruthless, the male lion kind of don't want to punch to the flesh, and there is a golden leopard

in the defense to stop Mohammad Kato break the defense, such an attack, put is Asura himself

also feel a little difficult to deal with ......



Zeus is also nodding, but he narrowed his eyes, always feel things are not so
simple, so opened his mouth and said, "Maybe it won't be that simple?"

"Yes, I also feel that things are definitely not so simple, now Mohammad Kato's
identity is becoming clearer and clearer, a newly promoted senior biochemist is so terrifyingly

strong, one-on-one, I may not even be his opponent! If it serves as a trigger for the battle between
the King and the Pope, it definitely won't be so simple to hastily end it!" Asura nodded and then

said, looking at the strength of Mohammed Katou, to be honest, it made him quite bad, after all,
such a powerful strength, or a newly promoted senior biochemist ......

Zeus helplessly smiled, "also do not know which one he is cultivated talent, right?
There must be some bottom card that is not used, let's just move on to the next. Look, he's about
to strike again!"

"What's that!!!"

Sky.

Lin Hao watched the battle between the three Mohammedan Katus and felt that it
was really a real battle of the tormentors, but also knew that it was just an appetizer, and at the

same time saw clearly that the lion must die!

How could a talent trained by the King fall in the middle of such a simple opening
scene? Then look at the Golden Panther, he's got a questionable strike, no idea whose men he's



working for, no need to do his best! Always leaving a hand out when pushing Mohammed Kato to

the breaking point makes it seem odd ......

"This is ......" Bigir made a deliberate sound of disbelief.

The Vampire King sneered, "The good show has not yet begun. Kato didn't use the
weapon I gave him, and when his weapon is brought out, if I wasn't struggling with the identity of
the Golden Leopard, I would want to order Kato to kill them both."

As Lin Hao listened on the sidelines, he felt that this lion still had a hard life, but
what could be done about that? How sad is it to be so weak that you don't even have a chance to
stand in line? But thinking about it seems like there are quite a lot of people who want to be like

this, there is nothing to feel unworthy for him, after all, no one is innocent in the line of duty in the
East!

Growing up to a holy ninja god ninja, growing up to a senior biochemist, king, say
again is innocent?

"Behold, the true standings are about to be seen!" The Vampire King said

triumphantly.

And sure enough!

Down there!



Only to see Mohammed Katu pull out a scepter from nowhere!

The three kings in the sky above, shouts of astonishment came out!

"What is that! The power of the seventh pope? The power of the seventh pope? The

scepter!"

Lin Hao's body trembled slightly even as he heard it, the Pope's sceptre! He
stared at the gold-colored scepter in Mohammad Kato's hand, plus a jewel that emitted endless

vigorous power. He felt that this object had a powerful threatening power, but when he looked at

it twice more, he found that the threatening flavor seemed to have become weaker.

At this time, the vampire king also said, "This thing is about to be useless, still
some threat to advanced biotics, but for us, nothing ......"

Bigil nodded without moving, and it was good that the nod didn't go unnoticed
by the Vampire King.

He got from above the canon that the Pope's scepter was not impossible to be
made, but because the number of gems was infinitely close to zero, and such energy gems were

not easy to find, resulting in the Pope's scepter now being just a false diamond scepter, unlike the
scepters before the 7th Pope, all of which carried endless power and could threaten the scepter of

the King's existence ......



This kind of thing is too horrible, but also extinct quickly, otherwise, what pope's
battle? It's simply a death sentence? In ancient papal battles, there was no such thing as an
advanced biochemist, because under the swing of the scepter! The senior biochemicals could not
resist the power of the scepter at all!

The giant eagle king grunted and looked at the scepter in the hand of the film clam
touching the caduceus.

"A scepter?" The male lion's blood-dripping mouth spat out, but instead of being
afraid, he grunted softly and prepared to strike again.

Immediately, though, the voice of the Golden Leopard came to his ears, "Stupid!
This sceptre can kill you in seconds! Use Dismemberment now!"

Only then did the male lion look at Mohammad Kato in shock, for he found that

the Golden Leopard had begun to turn bestial, and his face was so ugly that he could see the

choice to dismember mixed in with the Golden Leopard's expression ......

It's over!

This is his first thought!

The male lion didn't hesitate, inside the eyes of everyone, the male lion gritted his
teeth and pulled, one of his arms came off and then bloodily handed into his mouth. Immediately



afterwards the power that erupted inside the male lion's body became muddy, not much thicker
than it was just now.

Goodbye dismemberment of Lin Hao has been nothing whatsoever strange, but it
is Jun Wuhuo look smacking his lips, there is such a way of dueling, this is too anti-human, such
a thing, it is better not to exist, wait and see how much can be harvested, think of harvesting all
these people, he felt no more exciting ......

"What the hell is that? The power it explodes out is so terrifying!" Asura couldn't
help but ask.

Zeus shook his head, he really didn't know what it was and he couldn't help but
look to Bigir, who, he thought, might know.

This sudden battle between the king and the pope made him feel weak, very weak,
and the sky kept sounding like a muffled thunder condition, and he thought it was someone

chatting ......

Mohammed Kato waved his scepter, the horrible power with his dance, slowly
gathered, and finally gathered out like a powder keg so big energy body, it's around, issued a

faint burst of sound, very frightening.

The male lion used the dismemberment and his whole being became more and
more manic, with an unmistakable intention to eat Mohammed Katou. He has almost lost his
mind, after all, the male lion before is a state of rage, lost most of his sanity, now once again

dismemberment stimulation, sanity is all gone ......



The Golden Leopard slowly walked backwards as he saw that Mohammed Kato
had struck!

In an instant, a powerful explosion came, the surface of the Garonne River boiled
and tossed, and countless swimming fish were directly shaken to their bellies.

"Ah!" The lion that had impacted out struck the pooling force body of the sceptre,
and the whole body stiffened as if it had been electrocuted, and the next moment it was as stiff as
a dead man!

This was too terrifying!
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Lin Hao looked at it while sighing in his heart, fortunately it was only a scepter that was about to
decay, if this had been a scepter in its heyday, Lin Hao would have thought it was a super killer

weapon.

The male lion? Shan Lu Fuyi Yi Yi Pao Yi? It wasn't dead!

He dripped on the surface of the river, but how was it different from death? After

standing up on the river, the next moment, he dismembered once again, a huge lion leaving only
two hind legs, a rather comical appearance, but no one made fun ......



"I'll fight you!" The male lion roared.

Only to see Mohammed Katou fly in, a scepter slammed down hard, the male
lion's maximum outburst was directly crushed by the blow, and finally the first senior cyborg!

The lion is dead!

The fish in the water gathered towards the body of the lion and began to eat it as

it sank.

A generation of superpowers had fallen without a splash.

And the golden leopard knew not what had detached itself from the scene and fled
to who knows where.

"One blow, dead ......" muttered Asura, his heart showing deep fear, could it not

be fearful? Can not be afraid? Just a simple blow ah, that scepter, what the hell is that thing, it is
so terrifying, how can one fight with him? How can one fight him?

Zeus was also shocked beyond belief, never having heard of such a thing, it was
simply too incredible, if everyone had such a thing, what were popes and kings? Unfortunately,
he had not heard of such a thing for centuries, and now that it was exposed, it was really a scene
that could only occur in a battle between a king and a pope ......



The first time he used the scepter twice, he obviously felt his body's blood energy
rapidly weakening, but the power that burst out was really shocking, too terrifying, a senior
biochemist was lost! He previously thought that with the power of the scepter, he would only be

able to escape under the lion and golden leopard, but now it seems that even without this so-called
king and pope battle, he would still be alive and well ah, a pity, hey ......

The Giant Eagle King was silent for a few seconds, then spoke, "The Pope's
scepter is really a symbol of heavenly power, it's a pity that such a thing, no longer exists. To be
sincere, I'm quite curious as to why such a thing doesn't exist now. If there was, where would be

the current battle between king and pope, wouldn't we all be at peace with each other?"

"Oh, King Giant Eagle, what a joke to tell. Thanks to you, you are still a king who
lived for the previous year, even if there was a scepter of the pope a thousand years ago, the pope
also fell half a dozen, which means that the king can also have the scepter ......"

"Yes, King Giant Eagle! And look at the current Pope's scepter, if it was really that
terrifying, honestly the Vampire King would give him it to a newly promoted biochemist?"

The Giant Eagle King laughed, these two guys who were allied with the Vampire

King were singing a double act here, but well, we all know how to take sides, so we didn't bring
it up, we all saved face ......

The vampire king looked at the shocked Bigel, smiled contemptuously, then said:
"This thing, use the power gem once will lose a life, a thousand years ago there are many, but the
millennium of the dispute out of the great war, as well as the change of dynasties came to the
bitter, let the power gem deficit, and then no matter how to search, did not find the power gem, so
In this way the symbol of the power of God gradually weakened. But the position of the Pope was
never to be shaken again, and thus the faith of the people began to gradually fall away, and the

position of the Church would become shaky as the dynasties appeared to die out ...... He was, in



our eyes, the Jewel of Divine Right! A pity, it's gone now! But from what I've seen, it seems to

say that it would have existed inside the ancient prison. The records also say that the first Pope got
this gem from the Mouth of the World, but well, I think it's all a swindle, which makes it kind of
ridiculous ...... I wonder why some people die and leave a pair of swindles there?"

The Vampire King once again drew from the Heavenly Power Gem to the Mouth
of the World, which made Lin Hao wonder. He always felt that these things were not as simple as
talking about ......

The image seen at the Mouth of the World once again appeared inside Lin Hao's
eyes. If the Heavenly Power Gems really flowed out from the Mouth of the World, then wouldn't
there also be something like this in China, just why hadn't he ever heard of it? It just made people

wonder why Cang could live for hundreds of years and suppress qi luck? And at the same time qi

luck is and in the existence of something?

A myriad of things that people can't explain slowly appear, making the Lin Hao
haunted, he shook his head and let these things out of his head ......

The lion fell, an old man in church robes stood out with a cane, he was the
president of the church, and he brought judgment! Every territory has a church, along with a
president, whose duty is to tally the taxes collected from the nobles, as well as consolidate the
power of the biochemicals.

Now that the lion was dead, he was going to swear the papal proclamation to
Mohammedan Kato to authenticate him.



But his face was hard because this was the centre of the storm, he could feel that

there were many high ranking biochemicals around him, but he did not dare to go against the will
of the Pope, this one passing, he had to go through, he felt that time was slow, he wanted to go

away quickly and escape from this scene ......

"Mohammed the Kathurian!" The president of the church shouted in a low voice,
although he was very steady and solemn, the trembling inside his voice was still audible to

everyone ......

Mohammad Qatou looked at the president of the church, put away his scepter, the
fish scales that covered his body were also slowly disappearing inside his body, he transformed
into a middle-aged man, gentle and elegant, "Yes."

"The High Cyborg has fallen and you have survived, the future order of Cyborgs
in Toulouse will be under your care, together with Golden Panther and Mr. Bigir, once any other
High Cyborgs enter your territory at will, you can work together to kill them! This is a power
given to you by the Pope! You know that!" The president went on, as if reciting a mantra.

Mohammed Kato nodded, while looking at the High Cyborgs next to him, acting
on behalf of Heaven!

What they were about to do was to act on behalf of the Pope, except that the Pope
he was acting on behalf of was not the current Pope, but the next Pope!
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"President! There are countless high level cyborgs in my vicinity, and they step into our territory

at will, am I allowed to kill them!"

Mohammed Katou hesitated for a small moment and said in a domineering voice.

The president froze in place, he could not have imagined that the person who

started the battle between the king and the pope would be Mohammed the Kathurian!

"But... yes!" The president replied in a trembling voice.

And all those high ranking biochemists around him who were watching the show
had their pupils shrink at the same time, everyone was alone for the battle, and they all dared not
go near those around them, because the battle between the king and the pope, now begins!

Above the sky two kings emerged from among the clouds, one of them a

snow-white bear, terrifying in his might, and as he appeared, all the senior biotics who had fallen

into the air fell to their knees in droves! There was not a single one who did not kneel! And the

president of the Church of Toulouse, who stood on the deck giving power to Mohammed the

Katharine, even prostrated himself on the ground, "Greet my king!"

For the battle between king and pope? The Sanctuary of the Wooly Ground? It

took place in Toulouse, so he knew that there was a battle between the king and the pope, and that
there were two kinds of popes, one was 'king' and the other was 'pope' ......

"Greetings to the King!" A voice shouted out, shaking heaven and earth.



Lin Hao looked towards Bigel, he now wanted to see if Bigel would kneel, after all,
there was a king in addition to the three kings that had come out of the Giant Eagle King's mouth
earlier ......

Lin Hao knew then that the Giant Eagle King knew that Bigir, the false king,
existed, and Lin Hao, because Boris also knew of Bigir's strength, was inside Lin Hao's watching
gaze. Bigir slowly kneeled down, a look of respectful welcome to the king's arrival ......

This makes Lin Hao look dumbfounded, this Bijir, but really can Gu hidden, not
to mention, on his this hidden look, but also really in line with his behavior of. The compliment
with himself is also a yang-fang, and the compliment with the vampire king is also the same,
using the strength of the king, but kneeling other king ......

The white bear king looked like he was coming on clouds, carrying a terrifying
pressure. This kind of mighty pressure Lin Hao is all too familiar with, if his whole body is
released, it is even greater than this. And jun wu regrets also have, the strength is the strength of
the great master, even because the same strength as the great master, jun wu regrets even more
can crush his existence ......

Easy to advance on the innate weak layer, the ancient clouds sincere not deceive
people ......

Jun Wu Regrets felt the pressure of the White Bear King and could not help but
shake his head, "That's it? This is the only way to call yourself a king? This is too weak, right?
If there weren't so many people, one hand would really crush one to death ...... Brother Lin and I

would be invincible in the world since!" Jun Wu Ren sneered incomparably smugly ......



The White Bear King landed next to the Vampire King, who called out, "Brother
White Bear."

"Vampire King." The White Bear King laughed.

From their conversation, Lin Hao clearly felt that the Vampire King had a higher

status, after all, one called out brother and the other king, but anyone who was not stupid in the

head could feel the difference in their status.

After greeting the Vampire King, the White Bear King looked directly at Lin Hao,
then narrowed his eyes with an air of majesty, "Why don't you kneel to this King!?"

Lin Hao's strength was superficially shown to be infinitely close to that of a Grand
Master, but the power that burst out definitely exceeded that of a Grand Master junior, so it gave
the White Bear King the illusion that Lin Hao's strength was only that of a senior biochemist, a
senior biochemist, and he didn't kneel to him? What an abomination? Moreover, the Vampire
King even said that Lin Hao was just a punch away from him.

Lin Hao laughed and asked rhetorically, "Why should I kneel to you?"

"Arrogance!" The White Bear King was furious.



At this time, a black crocodile looked like a diving dragon, soaring through the
clouds. A powerful black mist emanated from around him, giving off a feeling with the stench of
a swamp, and by the time he got close to Lin Hao, this feeling was aggravated and deeply irritated
his respiratory system, which made Lin Hao very uncomfortable.

So Lin Hao retreated three ways, even pinching his nose in a disgusted manner!

"Arrogance!" The White Bear King then bellowed.

The Black Crocodile King, who came from the clouds as if he was treading on

clouds, was incomparably annoyed that this Chinese man disliked his breath, he probably didn't
know that his own powerful breath could smother an advanced biochemist to death!

"Chinese, don't be too arrogant! An existence of your strength, I can completely
crush to death with one hand!" The Black Crocodile King said domineeringly, not putting Lin Hao
in his eyes at all, while feeling that if not for the Vampire King's sake, he really wanted to crush

Lin Hao to death with one hand ......

Lin Hao shook his head, this group of people is really a powerful mouth, strength
is not much, but the frame is not small. The black crocodile king was acting like the dragon king
had arrived, which almost made him laugh!

"All right, all right." The Vampire King spoke out to interrupt, while glancing
slightly with a contemptuous look, Lin Hao looked at him with a smile on his lips and didn't have
much to say as the Vampire King continued, "We're all all allies now, what's wrong with that,
when the big battle is over, you can spar to your heart's content."



"That's a good idea!" The White Bear King hemmed and hawed as he looked at

Lin Hao and said domineeringly, "Inferior Chinese monkey, if you dare to refuse my sparring

session, I will make your Chinese know the wrath!"

"Alright, alright, didn't you hear the Vampire King say that after the big fight?
Aren't you giving the Vampire King brothers too much face by beating him to death like that? But

then again, Vampire King, why did you invite a Chinese man? Just because he could throw a

punch against one of his doppelgangers, you think he's strong? That's an unstable conclusion to
make. I don't even think he's a match for Mohammed Kato, and look what Mohammed Kato just

did! Tsk, if I had trained this man, how much more. The Vampire King is no less than an
existence infinitely close to the New Emperor!" The black crocodile king collected all the stink,
but turned to say a mouthful of stink, Lin Hao listened really helpless, patting a horse's ass well,
no wonder he was so stinky ......

Lin Hao helplessly shook his head, this three how no matter how to look, all give
him a feeling of unreliability, just this? Also is the pope's opponent? The pope, who had been

alive for nearly a thousand years, would not be anything if he had been overturned by these people,
he suddenly felt. It would be really funny if he was so mysterious ......

Lin Hao now also did not get angry with them, because think it is not worth, how
to say, his purpose did not achieve, the end of the king and the pope fight represents who gave

him a hand to cure Shen Xiyan, of course, he will not let these two parties both defeated or die

together, just thinking about it, Lin Hao found a best candidate, that is Bigir ah!

The existence of this false king, is it not the best to support such a person? I just

don't know which side Bigel is on, it would be great if he was on the side of the ZF ......



Chapter 1296

"Rise up." Finally the Vampire King peeled back the clouds and the scarlet world, with its volatile
blood aura, pressed down on the heads of each and every senior biotic, saying that he was asking
them to rise, but in fact, he was giving them another downward spiral!

The blood mist fell on each and every one's head, causing them all to prostrate

themselves on the ground. It was as if they were kneeling to worship the enthronement of the new
emperor, and the vampire king was satisfied when he saw that all the people in the group had

kneeled. Only when the afterglow fell on Lin Hao's head, with a faint light hum, he became more
and more dissatisfied with Lin Hao's presence, this Chinese, really arrogant and ignorant, a tiny
Chinese, not kneeling to worship the Pope of the western world, really provoking the Pope's
majesty!

The blood mist dispersed, and only then did they stand up one after another.

The Giant Eagle King in the sky above grunted, seeing his sit down also kneeling,
but there was no way out, this was not the time to fall out with the vampire clan, the time for them
to set up a rivalry situation, the fall of the battle between the King and the Pope!

"Not yet enthroned as the new emperor, and then dare to travel the royal power,
really arrogant and ignorant, also do not know whether these two people who have grown to

become the king's existence have brains or not ......" the giant eagle king sneered, even more
dismissive of this king and pope battle.

The Pope's imperial power gradually fell away as the Pope kept pursuing the

mouth of the world. There was of course the secondary factor of the depletion of the Jewel of

Divine Right, and the gradual becoming of royal power as dispensable. The people, with the ZF as
their head honcho, were becoming more and more numerous, and as the Pope began to panic



when he discovered that the Pope was not eternally present either, he kept looking for a way to

enter the Mouth of the World.

Only the Church, a huge organisation, did not want to see the Pope's majesty fall,
so it swindled the Western world under the guise of the Pope's majesty, not to say swindled,
because there was still the Vampire King to maintain the Pope's majesty, so gradually the
Church's power was secured, but well, it was still in defeat, and he even saw the final situation,
which was to become the Eastern world. There are very few faith-based organisations in the

Eastern world, especially in China, where there are more than a billion people, but less than one
tenth, less than one hundredth or even less than one thousandth of their theological beliefs ......

This is a very scary phenomenon, at first he could not understand such a

phenomenon, but later on, through understanding the civilization of Hu Xia, gradually know that

they have their own system of thought, as well as from the hundred thought to choose a most

perfect system of thought, and in this defeated hundred thought there is the existence of theology,
obviously theology defeated, defeated completely ......

A civilization that has given birth to a system of a hundred schools of thought is
naturally one that removes its dross and chooses the best ideas. It is an extremely advanced
ideology and the fastest and most harmonious great nation to cater to the new civilization of the
New World ......

A nation without a theocracy will not have its ideas collapse because of the
collapse of faith, because each of them has a forward thinking, and underneath this forward

thinking, there are countless one of a kind ideas, and within this thinking,many of the innate ideas
of everyone are even the same ......

How can a kingdom like this not be powerful ......



The Giant Eagle King retracted his thoughts, and before him, Lin Hao was the best
proof of this. Not far in front of him, the Chinese woman's utterance of what is nobility is another
proof that they all think the same way ......

China, which has always been despised, has been guiding the world forward. The
world that? Closed Yi Pao Yin Shan Zai Yi Ai? seems to have been nourished by a new kind of

thinking when it knocked on the door of the great nation of China, a decades-long debacle

followed by a less-than-decades-long rise, always at such an astonishing rate ...... They always
eliminate the worst, then learn, then plan, then upgrade, and by the time other countries react to

It's too late ......

Look at the neighboring countries that were heavily influenced by their country
and still have ideological texts that live on in them ......

When all the advanced biochemicals were at full strength, there was a muffled
thunder in the sky, Lin Hao and Jun Wu Ren felt very helpless, what's the point of making an
appearance, always engaging in all this nonsense?

From deeper in the sky came out a super strong man, behind him it was like

heavenly thunder rolling with endless pressure, Lin Hao faced such an aura when he saw the

blurred shadow of the Pope, he felt a rhyme in it, such a rhyme was very strong.

Lin Hao felt it, and so did Jun Wu Ren, a rhyme they were incomparably familiar
with!



Like a dao fruit!

Yes, it was Cang and Ancestor. Especially Jun Wu Regret was incomparably

familiar, for he had advanced directly to Grand Master after absorbing Ancestor's Dao Fruits!
And in this Pope's body, there was the rhythm of the Dao Fruits in it!

Lin Hao felt his body changing violently as his roots surged up and endless void
power was gathering towards him!

The next moment, the power within his body swarmed up like an ocean, and
finally, as the ocean surged and the tide fell, his roots trembled violently! With that, his body
underwent an overwhelming change, it was just like the enlightenment Jun Wu Regret had

experienced that day after absorbing the Dao Fruits ......

Jun Wu Ren looked at Lin Hao's appearance and was secretly shocked! How
could Brother Lin not be a Grand Master yet? Then what was his strength that day? How much

more? This ......
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"Not a Grand Master beheading a Grand Master, now in a Grand Master? Then wouldn't it be a
matter of suppressing the entire field! Brother Lin, the surprise you've given me is truly
terrifying!" Jun Wu Ren smacked his lips.

Lin Hao's promotion had attracted the Pope's attention, as well as the attention of
the three people around him!



The White Bear King's heart was bitter, but the anger on his face was even more
intense, "So what if I've advanced to become a king? I am an existence that has been promoted to

become a king for centuries!"

The Black Crocodile King also sneered, "It's not enough!"

Only the vampire king frowned deeply, this Chinese man in advanced
biochemical strength to the self? The earth is intended to serve to close the Yi Pao Zha? The fact

that his own doppelganger did not lose against a punch shows that the bottom is extremely strong,
and now that he has advanced to king, his strength has definitely become stronger.

I never thought that the Pope's appearance would give him such a great

opportunity. But that's about it, he might be able to beat the White Bear King, but he's definitely
no match for the Black Crocodile King! Even if he was, the White Bear King and the Black

Crocodile King would definitely be able to kill him!

Moreover, the Vampire King's expression changed to one of surprise, wasn't this a
very good thing? Although he wasn't afraid of the Pope, one more point of help and one more

point of success, how good was that? What's not to like?

"Congratulations! King White Bear and King Black Crocodile join me in

congratulating the King of China! I can't imagine that the tiny China has a king of kings in
existence, it's not to be underestimated." The Vampire King congratulated with a smile, as the
Vampire King had spoken, the White Bear King and the Black Crocodile King could only

helplessly follow suit, "Congratulations to the King of China on his promotion!"



Lin Hao did not care at all, but was feeling his power change, suddenly up the
terrifying power, reached a qualitative rise, the power between heaven and earth are in his feelings,
in the scope of the F country, scattered only a few senior biochemicals did not come, in the whole
of Europe, hiding inside the corner only a few pseudo-kings shrink, and no more strong

people ......

After becoming stronger, the feeling of power has increased a lot, this side of the
world, Lin Hao felt, truly invincible! Of course this is Lin Hao's own feeling, in North America,
there are even stronger existence, only Lin Hao does not know, but Jun Wu Regret knows ......

The giant eagle king looked at Lin Hao, he had read Lin Hao's profile and at this

moment, was shocked! Lin Hao had killed Cang and Ancestor at the Advanced Biochemist level!
Now that he had entered the king's level, was the Pope still his opponent? Was he still a match for

him? Definitely not! Besides, he and the others were no match for Cang and Ancestor in full form,
so how could they be a match for him now?

The world was really focused on him! The Giant Eagle King was glad that he was
a guardian of the ZF and that Lin Hao had cooperation with the ZF, otherwise he wouldn't have
known if he would have survived ......

Thinking about the news he saw, curing Shen Xiyan needed the Heart of

Regeneration, and he? Just now, if he had the Heart of Regeneration under the conditions, he
could indeed cure Shen Xiyan, even if it was half a Heart of Regeneration.

The pope appeared from the sky, white light flashes, countless people can not open
their eyes, thunder at the same time also rolled, pretending to stand, Lin Hao and other people

really can not learn ......



The white light receded, the rolling thunder fell, and a middle-aged man appeared.
This man is very handsome, even the handsome and extraordinary Lin Hao in front of him, how
can I say, also weak on a tenth. He was too perfect, and the piece of temperament, held too

dead ...... This can not be blamed for the unattractive Lin Hao after consuming the divine

medicine, just because the Pope lived for a thousand years, the daily growth daily repair, so that
his body is free of dust and dirt, besides the Pope is a person who existed in that period of the

Heavenly Power Jewel, the chances of impurities in the body are removed The body of the Pope

is almost gone.

In fact, when Cang came to Western Europe, the purpose is to want the Heavenly
Power Gem, but this Heavenly Power Gem in China is not called the Heavenly Power Gem, but
called the Spirit Stone, a breeding of powerful energy, with the existence of the Dao Rhyme
Chance Spirit Stone ...... but China can not find, Cang can only come to Western Europe to

find ......

The Pope came out and did not exert a mighty pressure to bring the world to its
knees, but the white light of the Lord was shining in the world!

At that moment, all the churches throughout Western Europe, the idols manifested,
and the world began to chant the Pope's scriptures once again ......

Lin Hao did not know, but Shen Xiyan was feeling that many people around her

were kneeling on the ground, gently chanting Sanskrit, Wang Shufen Gu Yue and others were also

surprised to see many people around them, many nobles in this were kneeling on the ground, but
Finkin Gatebastian was not, Boris was not! The four great families were not there!

There are very few nobles in the middle level, and there are only one or two

nobles in the high level top level ......



Shen Xiyan looked at, that group of high level nobles and couldn't help but say,
"The different education received, the weaker the degree of belief in theology ......"

"Yes, you see take to the top nobles. They are not repulsed by the status of nobility,
but they are somewhat reluctant to travel to the knees of nobility, because they already know that

the so-called nobility status is all a dispensable thing when they are enjoying the honor." Gu Yue
said.

Wang Shufen pooh-poohed, "Shameless contraptions, hypocrites ......"

Chapter 1298

Many nobles were also a little angry to see this group of top nobles not kneeling, how could they

not kneel to worship the papal apparitions! This is very disrespectful behaviour towards the Pope,
what an abomination!

And the vice-presidents of the Church were even more furious, these damned top
nobles, how could they not pretend to do so at this time!What an abomination! By setting such an
example, they were bringing down the reputation of the Church and the influence of the Church!

Boris nodded slightly at the sight of such a group of people, "This group of
damned capitalists are well educated and know that there is no theology in the world, but this
group of lowly nobles, who put the Pope's gift of nobility on their lips, respect the Pope so much!
I wonder what will happen to them when they learn that the Pope has fallen? Will they donate all

their assets to the ZF?Will they pay more taxes to the ZF than they pay to the Church? If so, what
a perfect thing it would be."



The Pope appeared and all those who believed in the Pope's existence chanted the
Pope's Bible in place and prayed for the Pope's blessing ......

The Pope looked towards Lin Hao, he locked eyes with Lin Hao, he saw another

world inside Lin Hao's eyes, a black and dark world with an endless end, inside that world he

saw a blurred shadow, that shadow was very terrifying, the Pope's body trembled, he hurriedly
withdrew his divine sense, when he looked at Lin Hao again, he found that Lin Hao was also just
a king's strength.

Of course he was not just a king's strength, because of the tremors Lin Hao had
caused in Eastern Ying, how could he, a pope, not know about it? And he had also scouted out the

arrival of Jun Wu Ren ......

He? Zero Serving Er West Earth Er Yi Pao? s congregation infiltrates within the

whole world, his eyes are in the whole world, whatever is happening in this world, he will know
sooner or later, except that with such strength as he has, he will not strike at all just because a
church is destroyed, because it is not worth it ......

He has higher aspirations, a small church collapse he has to strike? Then wouldn't
he be shaken by the loss of a nation's church faith? This is totally unnecessary ......

"You have finally appeared." The Vampire King stepped forward, looked at the

Pope, and opened his mouth first! "I thought you wouldn't show up, back then I watched you

grow up and you became Pope before me, much to my chagrin, unfortunately I knew a thousand

years ago that I was no match for you! But now, I won't hold back any longer!"



The Pope looked at the spirited Vampire King, a vampire who had just radiated

something resembling the majesty of the Pope, a sewer, and was so arrogant, the Pope said with

disgust, "A thousand years ago you were a dog blood sucking brat, what can you do to compete
with me for the Pope's throne? To elevate yourself? There's no point. In the Church's canon, your
vampire family is just an ugly thing hanging on the church beam, only that as time changes, your
status becomes precious, haha, it's really ridiculous ......"

Lin Hao originally thought that this is a how to say, untouchable strong existence,
at the very least fluttering, obscure, mysterious very, now it seems that this person ...... old
spitters ......

Lin Hao guessed that it might be that this person had not spoken to anyone for
nearly a thousand years, so he could not easily find an opportunity to speak and had to become a
chatterbox ......

It really was Lin Hao's right guess, the Pope had not spoken much for nearly a

thousand years, Lin Hao could not easily find an opportunity to speak, so naturally he would not

let go of this opportunity to speak ......

"You!" The vampire king looked like he had been poked in the spine, his body
trembling with anger, his scarlet eyes, sharp fangs, endless ugliness on display, his appearance
was really comical ......

The pope's words, directly stimulated the vampire king let of his two helpers a

time of mixed feelings, how to say it, after the fall of the era of heavenly power gem, the vampire
king lineage removed their bat identity from the ancient books of the church, and then pretended
to be high, made up a very powerful identity, while also promoting the identity of the gods and
ambassadors ......



"Is this how the Pope behaves with you? It's really laughable!" The vampire king
gritted his teeth and finally said with a calm and steady heart, "If the Pope is behaving like this
with your demeanor, I don't think you deserve the status of Pope!"

The Pope shook his head helplessly and stared at the Vampire King, shaking his
head repeatedly with a disappointed expression on his face, and finally said, "Look at the people
around you, a silly bear and a smelly one, what? Is he quite a pope too? And that's what
unleashes the battle between king and pope, not to talk about it!"

At the last sentence, the entire audience of senior biochemists trembled, they felt

the Pope's pressure!

At the same time in this moment, the Pope's image was once again magnificent.

The Pope himself was just having a good time with his mouth, but was still very,
very offended by this humiliating offence!
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"Words are not good enough! Then let's do it!" The Vampire King was slightly shaken with anger,
and then he roared loudly, "Anyone without a blood letter mark can be killed!"

The next moment, only to see the Vampire King's eyes flashing, inside his scarlet
eyes, emitting endless blood,? dyed zero er ground Shan whisked love closed? And the senior

biochemists under his command all had a red mark revealed on their bodies!



In other words, those who have the mark are all under his command, and those

who do not have the mark are the Pope's and the Giant Eagle King ZF's minions ......

Instantly! The entire Garonne River was awash with blood, as the presence of the
sneak attack caused many to bleed from injuries, and blood instantly rushed out.

"No! I have been with you for three hundred years, why are you trying to kill me!"
The scorpion asked back as a scorpion-shaped senior cyborg was struck by a punch in the west,
a huge hole appearing in his chest.

On board him was a cat-shaped advanced cyborg, his face was cold, without a
trace of emotion, "Because since the paths are different, then there will be your death and my

injury, and since I have to wait for you to strike, I might as well strike first!"

"So go to hell!" The cat-like advanced cyborg, his fist turned into a claw,
scratching down viciously, trying to scratch through his heart.

The Scorpion Advanced Cyborg instantly transformed into a huge scorpion, black
leather armor covering his entire body, and a pair of huge pincers swung ruthlessly, driving black
points of power light to sweep out and strike directly at the Cat Advanced Cyborg!

The cat-like senior cyborg's face sank as he quickly retreated, but his claws were
trapped inside the scorpion's body, making it difficult to pull them out for a while, and he was

suddenly thrown into a panic!



"I didn't want to kill you, but you made me do it!" The two men were good
friends, peers for over two hundred years, and now they were fighting against each other, he really
couldn't accept it! Two hundred years!

One arm was chopped off, and the cat-like advanced cyborg was filled with pain

plus shock, and said incomparably shocked, "Why, why did you become so strong?"

The scorpion advanced cyborg let out a bitter laugh, "Because, the person above
me handed over a lot of things that made me grow fast!"

"No!" The cat-like Senior Cyborg roared, looking up to the three Vampire Kings
and finding that the three were just indifferent to him, and at that moment, his heart was
incomparably cold!

It was a look of desperation, of incomparable painful struggle, and no one knew

how much pain he was in. It was only for a moment that the despair disillusioned and became

hollow. Two hundred years of time had ended, almost all of those who traveled with him had

died, and he had spent his life spying on countless advanced biochemicals in order to achieve

supremacy as a vampire king, but unfortunately, in the end, he was still a loser who did not

survive ......

The survival of the fittest. Just because his own kind is too weak, then he was
simply given up ......



Looking at the desperate gaze of the cat-like senior biochemist, the scorpion senior
biochemist also gave a bitter laugh, but his pained face immediately changed into a steely gaze as

he looked at no one, but killed and fought!

You could see on his face that he was full of hope, his eyes were full of light,
hopeful light ......

In the distance ......

A huge fish head, madly killing up, he churned the river in the water, sometimes
bringing out huge waves, sometimes a fish flung its tail to slap the high level biochemicals flying
at low altitude, his speed was fast and his sneak attack was so strong that several high level

biochemicals were attacked by him.

And early in the water Mohammed Kato took advantage of the opportunity to
directly bite up madly, the terrifying bite force directly bite each other off the waist, so terrifying
killing power, so that countless senior biochemicals do not dare to fight at low altitude, preferring
to spend some physical strength in high school, rather than dare to wrangle at low altitude ......

Chapter 1300

"He's so terrifying!" Flying up into the sky a bison's huge golden horns lashed out headlong at the
biochemist with the blood mark beside him, the golden horns piercing the other man straight
through, blood spraying out, but he was still scared because he had just been knocked out of the

water, but luckily he was fast, and with the help of his old friend, he was able to escape ......



"Damn! I can't believe I let him get away! Kato, you're so careless! He's an
Advanced Cyborg who has lived for four hundred years, the longer he exists, the greater the threat
he poses to us!" The tiger shark advanced cyborg opened its bloody mouth, revealing its
blood-occupied fangs, and let out a low growl.

"I know, but that white haitong was too fast and grabbed a claw of my neck, if it
wasn't for the horrific defence of my fish scales, I'm afraid my neck would have been broken!"
Mohammed Kato grunted, it was good that he had spared no effort in forging his weakest piece of
fish scale, and made that fragile wave of points directly into armour, otherwise, he might really
die here ......

"That damn bird man, I wish I could eat him up!" The tiger shark senior cyborg

grunted, but his gaze fell on Lin Hao's body and said contemptuously, "Kato! Why don't we kill
that Chinese brat, I think he's too arrogant to kneel to our king!"

Mohammad Qattu looked at Lin Hao with a slight scruple within his expression,
he couldn't help but touch his chest, he didn't dare to target Lin Hao, he still had some scruples

about this terrifying Chinese man.

Although his current strength, indeed, he can clash with that one blood shadow

doppelganger of Wang's, but it does not mean that he can fight with Lin Hao, he will be able to
win steadily, unless he brings the Pope's scepter, as well as he falls into the water, so that he dares
to fight with him, and also just a fight, life and death struggle, he is still not willing to ......

That outburst of Lin Hao's was still fresh in his mind ......



"The two of us?" Mohammad Kato was silent, he wanted to take revenge, but he
was afraid that he would be injured, in such a situation, once he was injured, he could be waiting

to die ......

He looked to the king, ? Luo zeroWu whisked the ground to serve the cover? The

king shook his head at him.

Mohammad Qatou immediately understood that the king did not want him to
fight against this Chinese, or rather, the king did not want him to fight with the Chinese now, how
to say, the king and this Chinese have cooperation, how long cooperation, he is not sure ......

"There is no rush to fight him first, we are hunting some high level biochemicals

from other stations." Mohammed Kato said to Tiger Shark.

Tiger Shark was helpless, "I really want to eat that Chinese guy! Damn it, how dare

he stare at me!"

Lin Hao saw the tiger shark's provocative gaze, this damned stinky fish, really
looking for death, if it wasn't for the fact that it wasn't time for their group to strike now, I'm
afraid Lin Hao would have already blasted him with one punch, death-defying thing!

The Pope stood high in the sky, empty behind him, and had no intention of

making a move to kill anyone.



The giant eagle king occupies the top of the army, behind him are thousands of

troops to give him defense, he is not afraid at all, just faintly watching the killing on the river, but
his gaze falls on Lin Hao's body from time to time ......
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